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Keeping Print Alive

by listening to your customers



ABOUT US
Since 1957, Frank N. Magid Associates 

has used consumer insights to help 

businesses solve challenges and 

identify growth opportunities.  Today, 

the company talks to millions of 

consumers each year as a means to 

counsel hundreds of businesses in 

many verticals ranging from media  to 

consumer products to gaming.
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Our Newspaper Experience
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Newspapers are still strong in smaller markets

Tying with TV and killing mobile even with young readers

 Typically, in surveys of newspaper readers, Magid 

finds that TV is the leading choice (norm 44%-53%). 

- Newspapers usually are a distant second (norm 14%-

22%).

- Radio can have a range depending on the market 

(6%-21%).

- Digital sources typically are not as strong (13%-16%).

 The findings here are consistent across most 

Large Dailies and Community papers. 

 The print advantage skews A45+. Younger 

people are more split in their choice of main 

source:
- Age 18-34 chose newspaper (14%) and TV (15%) 

equally 

- Ages 35-44 still preferred newspaper (24%) to TV 

(22%) equally

- Digital sources lead for ages 18-34 (55%), and for 

ages 35-44 (41%), declining rapidly by age to just 

12% of ages 65-74.

38%

28%

9%

10%

9%

2%
1%

2%

Local newspaper

Local TV station

Smartphone app
None

Newspaper 

website

Local radio 

station

Tablet app

Base: Total Market

Q.B1 . Which one of these sources do you use most often for local news and information?

Other local 

website
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About GateHouse Media

Base: Total Market

Q.B1 . Which one of these sources do you use most often for local news and information?

418 Websites • 88 daily newspapers • 257 weekly newspapers • 95 shoppers
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 Magid believes that newspapers can leverage their unique and valued brand 

attributes and the voids in local markets to fulfill local media and advertising 

needs.

 Magid has developed a disciplined, multi-phased process of ideation and 

consumer-based validation research to design the blueprint for the 

Newspaper of the Future.

 By re-structuring the business model and leveraging local assets, a 

newspaper can be transformed from a weakening print media company into a 

highly valuable local multimedia and advertising sales enterprise.

The Newspaper of the Future
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The Goal: Dramatically increase your feedback from people: 

viewers, users, and information consumers.

 Increasing research 

capability by establishing a 

proprietary panel

 Getting more research for 

less money per study.

 Ability to talk to your 

consumers more frequently 

– potentially as many as 6 

times per year or more.

 Highly flexible.

 Faster turnaround.

 Tracking the growth/change 

of news consumer wants, 

needs and opinions.

 What’s in those surveys:

 Content ideals.

 Concept testing.

 Test promotion.

 Tracking customer attitudes

 Sales efforts – for example, 

use of panel to test 

advertising for client 

development.
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Why Newspapers?

 Understanding Market Voids: Identifying brand and market shortcomings, and 
quantifying these gaps to lead to stronger product and consistent growth

 Defining Content Focus: Implementing a more focused content selection 
process based on consumer attitudes to increase product relevance and use

 Overhauling Content Presentation: Executing concept development and 
testing to reinvent presentation, style and tone to create a more compelling 
product

 Optimizing Distribution: Re-working circulation strategy based on areas of 
readership for efficiency and cost savings

 Enhancing Advertiser Products and Services: Developing new and 
enhancing current ad products, services and sales strategies based on 
advertiser needs to increase ad revenues

 Maximizing Advertising Effectiveness: Helping advertisers optimize print and 
digital ads to drive incremental revenues for media companies

© 2012 Frank N. Magid Associates, Inc.

Or more importantly, what’s happened to print:

8
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Understand Market Voids

Lack of meaningful depth and detail

Lack of content relevance and uniqueness

Lack of original reporting and watchdog journalism

A failure to understand the community and its ideals

A failure to demonstrate market expertise

Boring and/or confusing presentation

Bias

© 2012 Frank N. Magid Associates, Inc.

Finding space to win.

9
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About GateHouse’s survey work

 5,000-member panel covers 17 markets

 8 Large Daily and 9 Community Group papers

 7-day and 6-day newspapers only

 Excludes households with GHS/ media employees

 Panelists recruited February/March 2013 via newspaper and online ads 
and email blasts

 Some papers also ran columns asking for participation

 To date, four content surveys completed:

 Baseline survey: Studied consumers’ attitudes and interests with respect 
to local news, with specific focus on GHS print and digital products

 Content interest survey: Gauged panelist interest in broad categories 
and specific topics of content

 Two prototype surveys: Tested content/photo mix and design 
preferences

 A fifth survey, focused on Local Events and Things to Do is in the field
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Key insights

 GHS papers – strong brands, but vulnerable

 In almost all markets surveyed, the leading source for local news

 Emotional connections to papers run deep

 Clear we can make improvements and readers want us too

 Panelists have a strong desire for the paper to feel more substantive –

highlighting need for strong enterprise reporting

 Trustworthy, high quality, investigative, complete, in-depth and smart 

are among top attributes aligned with positive evaluations

 ‘More local coverage in the Main section’ and ‘More depth to news 

stories’ = greater value 

 Preference for front pages with more text, fewer photos   
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Key insights

Five areas readers consistently say are most important to them, in 

aggregate, across GHS markets:

1. Things to do

2. Investigative 

3. Crime

4. Nation and world

5. Politics and government

Content interests are more similar than different across markets

 Investigative, Things to do rank consistently high

 Personal impact, relevance increases interest

 Variations in emphasis exist by market

 Story interests mostly similar among men and women   
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Lots of different prototypes tested
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Prototype learnings

TODAY PREFERRED OPTION

 Two rounds of 

prototype testing 

 2:1 preference for 

prototype closest 

to what we 

currently produce
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Prototype learnings

 What readers like about prototype:
• Skybox: More colorful, more content

• Left rail: Briefs clearly highlighting National and Local news

• Content mix: Four stories, smaller photos better delivers on expectations 

for newspaper

• Three-day weather forecast

 Additional P1 insights:
• Readers prefer a mix of local – national – international on front page

• Enterprise, hard new stories typically outperform features

• With photos, quality, size and quantity matter: 

• Too many, too large negatively impacts perception

• Large photos must be very strong or tied to an important story

• Feature photos of any size rarely work on P1
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Short-term movement

• ENTERPRISE CONTENT: Create a mindset and work environment that foster 
a deeper understanding and explanation of a topic and, ultimately, provide an 
answer to the question, “Why”?

• PACKAGE LABELS: Highlight enterprise/ investigative work with labels to let 
readers know this type of work is being done

• BRAG BOXES: Share with readers the backroom insight and effort involved in 
creating content. It will add value to the stories

• THINGS TO DO: Engage readers through a dynamic display of calendar lists 
and event guides

• LOCALIZE CONTENT: Find the personal relevance to state, nation and world 
news to let readers know why it matters to them
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Enterprise examples
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Label example
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Brag box example
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Things to do example

20
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• Ongoing: Continue to experiment with content in 

priority areas: Investigative, Things to Do, 

Localization of national news

• Page 1: Template changes in place

• Consistent left rail, with National and Local 

brief sections

• Four stories, with one National story most 

days

• Keep photos at four columns most days

• Three color sky boxes

• Front page weather

Implementing the front page

© 2012 Frank N. Magid Associates, Inc.
21
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• Deeper-dive content surveys will focus on:

• Local Events/Things to Do (in field through 3/7) 

• P1/Main News:  Mix of local, state, national, international, politics and 

government, investigative

• Crime, business, education and weather

• Sports, opinion, obits

• Using insights from next round of content interest surveys, develop strategies 

and implementation plans for content coverage across targeted categories and 

sections

Next steps

© 2012 Frank N. Magid Associates, Inc.
22
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We have found that newspaper circulation strategy needs to be re-assessed 

based on:

 Those who read the paper live in higher demo areas that are generally 

suburban as opposed to center city

 Those who “use” the paper for coupons and non-content reasons live in lower 

demo areas

 Different marketing messages needed for acquiring these different types of 

readers

 Content that needs to specifically reflect important geographical areas

 Circulation tiers need to be created to ensure alignment with acquisition and 

subscription goals

Getting it into Readers hands

© 2012 Frank N. Magid Associates, Inc.

It’s all well and good to make a great paper….

23
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In order to increase ad effectiveness for advertisers and ad revenues for media 

companies, Magid has developed a customized process (Magid Advertising 

Performance Research) that improves advertising effectiveness across platforms. 

We work with media clients to identify opportunities, conduct consumer research 

to test ad creative, and provide actionable recommendations to improve 

advertising performance. 

The process positions our media clients as valuable partners in helping to 

improve ad performance, thus enhancing their relationship with key 

prospects which leads to new or larger media buys. We have completed over 

75 engagements and generated over $1MM in incremental advertising on 

average for top ten market clients.

Paying for All This Great Content

© 2012 Frank N. Magid Associates, Inc.

Are your ads helping or hurting your efforts for your clients

24
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% Better vs. % Worse – Total Market
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